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OBJECTIVES

The objectives are as follow:

1. To identify the grade of wood by gamma ray technique  

2. To identify the types of wood by gamma ray technique

NOVELTY

1. New design for ease handle

2. Green technology by apply small amount of radioactivity

3. New technique to identify type and grade of woods in 
Malaysia

ADVANTAGES

- As a neutron shielding

- Reduce unnecessary dose exposure to workers

- Ensure radiation safety at workplace

- Non-corrosive and is relatively lightweight

- Sources from nature

INTRODUCTION

Wood has been used and adapted by humans since the earliest recognition that they could make use of the materials they found around 
them. As they used it to meet a varying array of human needs, in peace and in war, in farming and in industry, people gradually came to 
understand something of the unique nature of wood. Its properties were first understood by experience, more recently by systematic 

research and refined observation.
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I-Scan for Detection Type of Wood

RESULT

GROUP OF LOCAL WOOD IN MALAYSIA

KUMPULAN NAMA KETUMPATAN KEKUATAN 

TEKANAN/KELASAKAN 

KEGUNAAN 

Keras dan 
berat 

GRED A 

Resak 

 

847kg/m3 4.9-11.45N/mm2 

 
 

Pembinaan berat, tiang 
rasuk, cerucuk, lantai, 
jambatan, kapal, rangka 
pintu/tingkap, landasan. 

Keras dan 
sederhana 
berat 

GRED B 

Kempas 

 

926kg/m 

 
 

7.52N/mm2 

 

Pembinaan berat, tiang, 

Gelegar, panel, 
jambatan, parket, 
gerobok, cerucuk dan 
pemegang alat. 

Keras dan 
berat 

GRED C 

Meranti 

 

707kg/m3 

 

3.38N/mm2 

 

Pembinaan ringan, 
lantai, venir, perabot, 
papan lapis, pelapisan 
pintu, tingkap dan panel. 

 

Lembut 

Gred D 

Damar 
minyak 

  Panel hiasan, venir, 
papan lapis dan perabot 

 

CONCEPT OF PENETRATION

EQUIPMENT


